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November 1991

LIQUID CRYSTALS
TodayVol. 1, No.3

Newsletter of the International Liquid Crystal Society

NOBEL PRIZE FOR DE GENNES
Dateline: 16 October 1991,12.30 pm - from Bengt Stebler, Sweden... less than one hour ago the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences decided to award the 1991 Nobel Prize in Physics to Pierre-Gilles de
Gennes...
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This was the message that informed
the international liquid crystal
communitythatde Gennes'outstanding
contributions to the understanding of
liquid crystals and polymers had been
recognised by the award of the highest
accolade in science.

Thus P G de Gennesjoins that most sel
ect group of Physics Nobel Laureates,
whose achievements trace the dev
elopment of physical science since the
first Nobel Prize for Physics was
awarded in 1901 to Rontgen (the
discoverer of X-rays). Much will be
written over the coming months about
de Gennes' work, and in this issue we
publish (p3) a tribute by one of his
colleagues. There will be immense
satisfaction from all liquid crystal
scientists throughout the world for this
public recognition of de Gennes'
masterly exploration of liquid crystal
and polymer physics. Many will
rememberthe excitingdays ofthe 1970s
when it seemedthat everyliquid crystal
paper contained a new and significant
discovery. It is remarkable that even
today the sense of excitement and
extraordinary uncovering ofmore and

more facets of liquid crystal science
has continued, and still new discoveries
are frequently prefaced by "as de
Gennes predicted....".

The citation from the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences refers to de
Gennes' discovery "that methods de
veloped for studying order phenomena
in single systems can be generalised to
more complex forms of matter, in par
ticularto liquid crystals and polymers."
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Members of the ILCS will be familiar
with the contributions to many aspects
of liquid crystal science made by the
Orsay group formed by de Gennes in
the 1960s . His inspired scientific lead
ership has continued, embracing the
College de France and ESPCI in Paris
and othercollaboratinginstitutions, and
has resulted in notable achievements
in the areas of polymer dynamics and
other soft disordered systems.

Some of the Nobel judges referred to
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes as "the Isaac
Newton of our time" . This supreme
compliment reflects the remarkable
insight that de Gennes has brought to
the interpretationofa variety ofphysical
phenomena.Italso recognises the "new
physics" of the late 20th century. Thus
with de Gennes' help we can now begin
to understand the properties of
spaghetti, toothpaste, cosmetics and
superglue - a far cry from particle
physics and cosmology, but presenting
equal challenges.

D A Dunmur, Editor
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